We Make Glass Better!

Commercial Window Films
& Architectural Finishes

What Matters Most to You?

Reduce
Heat

Reduce
Glare

UV & Fade
Reduction

Privacy
&
Security

Modernize

Safety
&
Security

Visual Appeal

We Provide Solutions

Reduce
Expenses

Improved
Efficiency

Improve Health
&
Preserve Interior

951-595-2338
RCWindowfilms.com

@RCWindowFilms
RCWindowFilms

Choose RC Window Films
We Carry All the Major Brands

Our Customers Love Us
“Max and his team are true
professionals no hassle straight to
the point. Home window tint is a
no brainer, Noticed the difference
the first day, even after 3 weeks
house no longer heats up as
quickly and stays cooler than pre
no tint, A/C not running as much
as before. Highly recommend will
not be disappointed.” David O. Via
Google

If you’re looking for the best
“RC Windows was very
window tinting for your home
professional, courteous, and
or workplace, well then... look
responsive throughout our
no further.. it would literally be
entire experience. During our
a waste of time. These guys,
consultation, he was very
I cannot express enough how
knowledgeable and gave great
incredible they are. Not only are recommendations while being
the super professional and very sensitive to our needs. Then upon
knowledgeable, they engaged installation, they executed quickly.
in my humor and witty banter!
We are very pleased with the
A Customer service skill that has product and service!” Chase W. Via
been lost through the years!
Google
Gentlemen you have perfected
it! Oh and my windows look
amazing” - Emily H. via Yelp

Heat Rejection and Energy Efficiency

Reduce excessive heat

97%

Amount of IR rays
moderate temperatures and reduce energy costs able to be blocked
by window film

30x

Smaller carbon
footprint than
replacing glass

Increase thermal efficiency

with lower material and environmental costs,
and gain credits for LEED certification

Reduce energy use

28%

Reduce thermal load, reducing expenses and/or Estimated cooling
need for costly HVAC upgrades expenses due to
solar heat gain

9°F

Reduce hot and cold spots

Possible
temperature
Increase tenant or employee comfort
reduction in direct
sunlight

Glare Reduction

Eliminate Glaring issues
Keep those big beautiful windows uncovered and maintain the wow factor of your meeting rooms
and conference rooms. Trying to view screens and monitors in bright sunlight can be a challenge
and even interfere with work. window film can provide the glare reduction necessary to use all thr
functions of your meeting spaces, including AV presentations on sunny days. Further, eye strain
is becoming a major concern as we spend more time looking at screens; eliminate washout on
computer monitors and keep employees from being forced to squint, enabling employees to be more
effective and productive, and just plain comfortable.

UV & Fade Reduction

99%

Amount of UV
Radiation blocked

67%

Average reduction in
fading

Safety & Security

Protecting Your Personnel and Capital Investment

$95 B

Losses each year
due to Natural
catastrophes

Fortify against natural disasters

Keeps glass in place and can keep out wind and
rain

Modernization
Upcycle Instead of Remodel

Create stunning interiors using virtually any materials including, stone,
metals, and wood textures. Save time, money, and mess. Use existing
structure in new ways. Dust, noise, and heavy equipment are virtually
eliminated.

Interiors and Exteriors can be rejuvenated

Before

After

